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I. INTRODUCTION

Canada is widely seen as an example of what can be accomplished by effective tobacco control efforts. The country’s numerous policy precedents have been replicated in many countries and have shaped international efforts on tobacco regulation, such as the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control. The result of Canada’s policy interventions is a decline in cigarette smoking over the past quarter century that few countries have been able to match.
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The accomplishment is based, in part, on the fact that Canada started with such a horrendous problem. In the early 1980s, when I first started working full time on tobacco control efforts, Canada had one of the most serious smoking problems in the world. Per capita cigarette consumption was among the highest in the world, with over 40% of fifteen to nineteen-year olds reported to be daily smokers. There were no legislated restrictions on tobacco advertising, no legislated package warnings, and negligible protection from environmental tobacco smoke. Cigarette taxes were not only low, but had fallen in real terms for decades. This situation can be attributed in part to the fact that the tobacco manufacturers were powerful and extremely well connected politically. Also, Canada was a large producer of tobacco with a crop size that, on a per capita basis, was considerably larger than that of the United States at the time.

Currently, Canada has tobacco taxes that are not only among the highest in the world, but are also expressly linked to the goal of reducing smoking. Tobacco advertising and promotion are essentially banned, retail displays are disappearing, graphic health warnings cover half the cigarette package, and additional health information is required as package inserts. Federal law mandates extensive constituent testing and requires disclosure of the results to the federal health department. All cigarettes must meet reduced ignition propensity standards. In addition, smoke-free spaces for public (and many private) areas are mandated by law, and there are legislated—and enforced—restrictions regarding where and to whom cigarettes can be sold.
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As a direct result of these policy interventions, per capita cigarette consumption in Canada is down by roughly 60% in the past quarter century.\textsuperscript{19} Canada entered the 1980s with a reported smoking prevalence of over 40%.\textsuperscript{20} By 2006, only 18% of Canadians fifteen years and older reported being smokers and only 14% reported being daily smokers.\textsuperscript{21} Perhaps even more impressive, reported daily smoking among fifteen to nineteen-year-olds decreased from 42% at the beginning of the 1980s to only 9% in 2006.\textsuperscript{22}

In examining the way policy changes have so dramatically reduced cigarette consumption in Canada, there can be a tendency to think that Canada is somehow different from other countries and that tobacco control policies were somehow easier to achieve. But public policy is like a game of football. Political changes do not happen spontaneously any more than a football moves up or down a field on its own. Policy issues, like footballs, move based on the forces brought into play. In Canada, the health side of policy was not actively engaged in the politics of tobacco until the early 1980s.\textsuperscript{23} Once health policy became an issue, the country was radically transformed through a long series of campaigns, and virtually everything found on most standard lists of tobacco control strategies has now been implemented.\textsuperscript{24}

This raises some interesting questions, not the least of which is why a lawyer who was a key player in so many of these regulatory battles, who built a career around fighting for such measures and convincing others that policy interventions were the most important measures available to counter the health toll of smoking, would now be asked to talk about “the limits to regulation.” To be honest to our long term health objectives, however, it is extremely important to critically examine what has been accomplished.
through policy interventions, to be open to the thought that some of our interventions have not achieved all of our goals, and to think about where tobacco control policy needs to head in the future.

II. “CHECKED ALL THE BOXES”

Canadian tobacco control advocates are perhaps in an ideal position to consider the limits of regulation because Canada is one of a growing number of countries that have implemented virtually all of the components of traditional comprehensive strategies to reduce smoking.\(^\text{25}\) The country has “checked all the boxes.” Despite all of the policy successes and the dramatic reductions in cigarette smoking over the past quarter century, however, there are still over 4.5 million Canadians who smoke,\(^\text{26}\) and smoking is still the country’s leading cause of preventable death.\(^\text{27}\) Further, many policies have reached either a limit on what can be done, or at least a state of greatly diminishing marginal returns.

Tobacco control is not unlike efforts to contain other causes of disease where measures have been used that reduce the severity of a problem but still leave a large number of people who appear unresponsive to standard treatments. The medical profession deals with such issues on an ongoing basis, and the role of skilled physicians is to consider the limits of standard treatments, prevent iatrogenic conditions, and look to new interventions that can lessen the remaining risks. Public policy advocates dealing with tobacco-caused disease should be just as vigilant.

III. OBSTACLES TO TRADITIONAL REGULATION

Simply doing “more of the same” is a seemingly attractive option when actions to date have worked remarkably well. But, as with doctors who might be tempted to treat an antibiotic-resistant disease with more of the same antibiotics—after all, the treatment worked successfully with plenty of other people presenting with similar symptoms—it is important to consider the limits, as well as the successes of our interventions.
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A. Diminishing Returns

The first broad category of limits to regulation in Canada is the decreasing marginal benefits of simply continuing to apply traditional tobacco control interventions. An example of this can be seen in relation to tax policy. Canada was able to dramatically increase the price of cigarettes, in part because the price had been so low. Tripling real prices has a tremendous dampening effect on consumption, but tripling prices again is nearly impossible. Among other issues facing Canada, there is now a significant contraband market. Although hard to estimate, it appears that cigarettes manufactured on, or shipped through, Indian Reserves could account for as much as 20% of current cigarette consumption in Canada’s two most populous provinces. The presence of these alternative, untaxed sources of supply clearly limit the pursuit of policies that are aimed at making tobacco products less available to smokers through further tax increases. At the same time, measures aimed at requiring cigarettes to be made less palatable to smokers or otherwise trying to force smokers to quit via regulation become less viable in the face of this illicit supply. In effect, tobacco control policy aimed at forcing
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abstinence is running into some of the same constraints as past and present prohibitionist approaches to alcohol and other drugs.\textsuperscript{33}

Further examples of diminishing returns from our policy interventions can be found in the realm of smoke-free policies. Making all workplaces and public areas smoke-free is expected to have a significant impact on both the number of smokers and the amount of cigarettes that are consumed.\textsuperscript{34} A tremendous number of smokers are impacted when workplaces and public areas go smoke-free, but once we move into the realm of “tidying up the leftovers”—such as trying to extend smoke-free policies into areas like shared residential buildings—we can expect less overall impact, simply because we are dealing with far smaller numbers of affected people. There are certainly gains that can still be made through the application of more traditional approaches to tobacco control, but such gains pale in comparison to both the accomplishments of the past (the low hanging fruit is gone) and to the magnitude of the projected future health toll from smoking.

\section*{B. Self-Imposed Limits}

The second broad category of limits on regulation is, paradoxically, effectively self-imposed by the culture of the tobacco control movement. Canada has done much to reduce smoking onset, encourage cessation, and protect non-smokers. Now, the country is running up against the limits of tobacco regulation caused by the attitude of the now-entrenched anti-tobacco community to regulation.\textsuperscript{35} Tobacco control advocates have, like other social groups, developed their own paradigms through which they see the world and possibilities for further interventions.\textsuperscript{36} As Thomas Kuhn’s work demonstrates so well, such paradigms dictate
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what is acceptable and can blind people to effective alternative courses of action. The result is that a critical limitation on further regulation is actually self-imposed by the views of tobacco control advocates. This can either cause the pursuit of less effective health interventions or prevent the pursuit of strategies likely to yield greater gains.

Further regulatory progress is, for example, constrained by lobbying for impractical goals based on an ideological view of appropriate interventions rather than a pragmatic public health orientation. A group sharing an ideology often sees such schemes as deeply desirable, but these schemes stymie progress on policy interventions by redirecting energy and resources from practical goals to unattainable, ineffective, or even counter-productive strategies. Examples of this, in the case of Canada, include pursuing the nationalization of the tobacco industry and pursuing restrictions on tobacco use that cannot be justified on the basis of protecting others, such as promoting prohibition of the use of any tobacco product anywhere on the grounds of hospital campuses.

C. Existing Regulations Seen as an End Instead of a Means

A further limitation on regulatory strategies is that, in some cases, existing regulatory measures, such as blanket advertising bans, graphic package warnings, or industry de-normalization, have come to be seen as an end in themselves rather than as a means of achieving improved public health. As such, efforts to re-think such measures are often rejected out-of-hand by anti-tobacco forces.
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as being “a step backwards.” Yet, this is inconsistent with the pragmatic approaches and recognition of the differences between means and ends advocated by such social reformers as Saul Alinsky, and it can stymie further progress at attaining health goals. For instance, a regulatory strategy could include advertising less toxic tobacco products to current smokers as an alternative to cigarettes, mandating smoker-friendly package messaging aimed directly at facilitating cessation, or differentiating between the culpability of different tobacco companies as a way of changing the behavior of the tobacco companies that are benefiting most from a status quo centered on cigarettes. In the absence of a willingness to re-examine previously passed regulatory strategies, however, progress in such areas is impossible.

This self-imposed constraint on acceptable action by some of those promoting a tobacco control agenda is perhaps most notable—and most damagingly counter-productive—when one examines the issue of harm reduction for nicotine users. There is no scientific doubt that there is a vast continuum of risk depending upon how someone obtains nicotine. If all smokers obtained their nicotine from medicinal or low-toxicity non-combustion products, the health concerns about the drug would approach those associated with the contemporary use of caffeine. Yet many tobacco control advocates generally dismiss the idea of harm reduction in favor of an abstinence-only (or “quit-or-die”) orientation. The result is that these tobacco control advocates
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often sound more like moralists seeking to save souls rather than health campaigners seeking to save lives. This is consistent with what has been experienced in numerous other public health campaigns throughout history and a critical question for future policy directions is just how quickly tobacco control efforts can evolve to become more pragmatic rather than dogmatic.

Abstinence-only orientation, among other things, has greatly limited the ability to implement product standards that can reduce risks for continuing users of nicotine, thereby fulfilling the “fourth leg of public health interventions.” This orientation is also strongly at odds with past successful efforts to regulate goods and services which have been principally based on the recognition of differential risks and the resulting ability of regulation to reduce death, injury, and disease. The failure to accept harm reduction strategies as part of its regulatory armamentarium has also sacrificed the moral high ground on the issue of the human rights of smokers. It has gone so far as to include gross  
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IV. WHICH WAY FORWARD?

Canada stands as a good example of the limits of standard tobacco regulatory measures and, simultaneously, the limits imposed by the tobacco control community itself on what may be seen as acceptable regulatory measures. Seeking a way forward via the next generation of tobacco control is of huge importance if Canada is to successfully reduce the projected toll of a million smoking-caused deaths in the country over the next quarter century.\footnote{See Parvis Ghadirian, Sleeping with a Killer: The Effects of Smoking on Human Health 6–7 (2008), available at http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hl-vs/alt_formats/hecs-sesc/pdf/pubs/tobac-tabac/swk-dat/swk-dat_e.pdf. About one in six smokers are projected to die by the 2020s–2030s, and there were 5.4 million Canadian smokers in 2001. Id.} Canada is also at the leading edge of global tobacco control policy.\footnote{See Sweanor & Kyle, supra note 1, at 71 (stating that the number of Canadian smokers declined from 1965–2001 from 50% of the population to 22%).} The path Canada takes will be of enormous importance to the rest of the world because it is projected that a billion smoking-caused deaths will occur globally this century.\footnote{WHO REPORT, supra note 29, at 6.}